Searching for the best of simplicity:
...and it it were your child?

Dr. Lorenz Moser, Italy
Begin with the end in mind

but...

...it's NOT always so straightforward as here...

...and if these were YOUR children?

GLEDIS, 19yrs

09-2010
Lorenz, when in doubt: look at the parents!

Meeting of the Angle Society in Going 2002

And if this were your child?

Evelyn, 14yrs

05-2005

GLEDIS’ MOTHER

09-2010

05-2005
And if this were your child?

DOMINIK, 11yrs

07-2006

And if this were your child?

07-2006

03-2010

03-2010
And if this were your child?

Begin with the end in mind

LESS IS MORE
**Take home message**

- Adequate diagnosis
- Comprehensive treatment planning
- Meticulous bracket placement

**BEGIN WITH THE END IN MIND**

**The KISS principle**

*Keep It Simple, Stupid!*

**Simple ≠ Easy**

---

*Einstein's quote: Everything should be made as simple as possible, but not simpler.*
Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication

The ultimate goal:

a healthy natural dentition which can adapt to lifelong changes

...and happy smiles...

as if they were our children!
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